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ABSTRACT Over the past few years, much work has been done to develop machine learning models that
perform Arabic sentiment analysis (ASA) tasks at various levels and in different domains. However, most of
this work has been based on shallowmachine learning, with little attention given to deep learning approaches.
Furthermore, the deep learning models used for ASA have been based on noncontextualized embedding
schemes that negatively impact model performances. This article proposes a novel deep learning-based
multilevel parallel attention neural (MPAN) model that uses a simple positioning binary embedding
scheme (PBES) to simultaneously compute contextualized embeddings at the character, word, and sentence
levels. The MPAN model then computes multilevel attention vectors and concatenates them at the output
level to produce competitive accuracies. Specifically, the MPAN model produces state-of-the-art results that
outperform all established ASA baselines using 34 publicly available ASA datasets. The proposed model
is further shown to produce new state-of-the-art accuracies for two multidomain collections: 95.61% for a
binary classification collection and 94.25% for a tertiary classification collection. Finally, the performance
of the MPAN model is further validated using the public IMDB movie review dataset, on which it produces
an accuracy of 96.13%, placing it in second position on the global IMDB leaderboard.
INDEX TERMS Arabic sentiment analysis, deep learning, multilevel parallel attention, natural language
processing, positioning binary embedding, power-of-two, polynomial space positioning attention.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis is an important subarea of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) where advanced statistical and
machine learning models are used to measure sentiments,
emotions and opinions in many domains, including customer
satisfaction, product acceptance, market directions, and pub-
lic approval of political decisions and events. Sentiment anal-
ysis applications have recently attracted more attention with
the rise of social media and Web 2.0 technologies. Over the
past few years, considerable work has been done in Arabic
sentiment analysis (ASA). Many algorithms and machine
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Mu-Yen Chen .
learning approaches have been used to build sentiment anal-
ysis systems in various domains. As reported in [1], [2], the
number of publications in ASA has been growing exponen-
tially over the past few years. Traditionally, shallow machine
learning is still the dominant approach in the publications
surveyed by [1], [2], with SVM and naïve Bayes approaches
representing more than 70% of all reported works. According
to the same survey, only 2% of the reviewed publications
applied deep learning in ASA. This shows that sentiment
research in Arabic is still lagging other languages, where deep
learning is fast replacing shallow machine learning.
Furthermore, most of the reported deep learning-based
ASA studies employed convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), long short-term memory (LSTM) networks or
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combinations of both. These sequential models lack the flex-
ibility needed to build arbitrary networks. Furthermore, most
previous models were based on the word2vec embedding
approach [3], [4] or variations such as fastText [5]. Such
approaches are not fully ‘‘contextualized’’ and ignore the
position and order of words, hence negatively impacting the
resulting accuracy.
To address these problems, some researchers have
designed attention-based models that search for and amplify
relevant context areas in input vectors [6]–[9]. Most of these
models have been derived in the context of sequence-to-
sequence encoder-decoder models.
In an attempt to address the limitations of exist-
ing approaches, this article introduces a novel deep
learning-based multilevel parallel attention neural (MPAN)
model comprising multiple parallel channels, where each
channel represents a different neural model that works in par-
allel with other models to perform training or testing. Outputs
from the parallel channels are combined (concatenated) to
produce the final predictions.
The key contributions of this article include the following:
(i) A new polynomial space positioning attention (PSPA)
model that computes neural attention based on a
nonlinear power-of-two polynomial representation of
sentences and words is presented as a parallel space
positioning alternative to the classic time sequencing
encoder-decoder attention model. Despite its simplic-
ity, PSPA has outperformed the state-of-the-art Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) [9] on public datasets.
(ii) A novel deep learning-based MPAN model is proposed
to overcome the limitations of conventional noncon-
textualized embedding schemes. The MPAN model is
strongly based on PSPA.
(iii) Experimental results show that the proposed model is
highly accurate in performing benchmark ASA tasks
for a collection of 34 datasets, including 21 binary
classification sets and 13 tertiary classification sets.
In benchmark experiments, the MPAN model is shown
to achieve an accuracy of 95.61% for binary classifi-
cation collection and 94.25% for tertiary classification
collection, all of which are well above the current base-
lines reported in the literature.
(iv) Finally, the performance of the MPAN model is further
validated using the public IMDB movie review dataset,
producing an accuracy of 96.13%, placing it in sec-
ond position on the global IMDB leaderboard above
BERT [9].
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II
provides a literature review and a survey of related mod-
els and datasets. Section III describes the novel MPAN
deep learning model, including the background, proposed
model parameters, configurations and embedding scheme.
The experimental procedures, results, and analyses are pre-
sented in Section IV. Conclusions are offered in Section V
along with future work directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK: MODELS
AND DATASETS
Many efforts have been made to apply machine learning in
ASA using different models and approaches. The models
used include classic lexicon approaches, shallow machine
learning and, more recently, deep learning models. Since the
focus of this article is on deep learning and how it can be used
to produce state-of-the-art results in ASA, a comprehensive
hierarchical literature review has been conducted to discern
and review previous contributions.
The survey starts with extracting relevant articles and
information from recent comprehensive ASA review arti-
cles [1], [2], [10], followed by a focused review of the col-
lected articles to extract models, features and datasets.
According to [1], [2], [10], most of the surveyed ASA
publications have adopted shallow machine learning mod-
els that have existed for many years. Support vector
machines (SVMs) and naïve Bayes classifiers are the most
dominant approaches, accounting for more than 70% of
the reported models. Deep learning efforts represent a
small fraction (approximately 2% at best) of the surveyed
articles.
In [1], [11], the authors conducted two detailed literature
reviews: one on the applications of deep learning in Arabic
NLP at large and the other on the ASA subarea. The authors
surveyed many articles in both cases and noted that deep
learning approaches represent a small fraction of the reported
ASA research contributions. Their studies also concluded that
ASA has recently received more attention, and the number of
published articles in this area is exponentially growing, but
shallow machine learning is the dominant approach (within
the reviewed articles, only 18 were on deep learning). These
include [11]–[25].
In most of these applications, the authors employed some
sort of word embeddings and distributed semantic approaches
to represent words and sentences.
For example, in [17], the authors used the word2vec
approach [3], [4], whereas in [18], the authors used
sentiment-specific embeddings based on Facebook’s fast-
Text approach [5], [26]. In [21], the authors used doc2vec,
which is based on the word2vec approach [27]. In [20], the
authors created word embeddings based on 10 billion Ara-
bic words using word2vec. The pretrained word embeddings
were passed to a convolutional neural network (CNN). They
demonstrated the effectiveness of their approach on different
datasets, including the datasets provided in [28]–[31].
In [32], the authors provided an extended version of the
annotated Arabic book review dataset (BRAD 2.0), where
they added more than 200k records to the original BRAD 1.0
dataset, raising the size to 692586 annotated reviews. To ver-
ify and validate the proposed dataset, the authors applied sev-
eral state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised classifiers
to categorize book reviews. The highest accuracies attained
ranged between 90% and 91%.
In a related effort, the authors of [33] compiled and anno-
tated large datasets for Arabic text classification. Again, the
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TABLE 1. Summary of deep learning models used in cited articles.
TABLE 2. Summary of the datasets used in cited articles.
two datasets have been validated using several deep learning
models.
In [2], the authors conducted a detailed systematic litera-
ture review of ASA techniques, technologies and domains of
application. Their study confirmed that most of the reported
efforts were based on shallowmachine learning and linguistic
lexicon approaches. Only six of the 108 articles surveyed
were in the area of deep learning.
In a third parallel review [34], the authors conducted a
detailed review using a set of 51 articles. They concluded
that only 18 of these studies applied machine learning in
general to ASA, of which only two were in the area of deep
learning.
A good survey of ASA deep learning models was also
provided in [35] in the context of their work on applying
a deep learning CNN model to a constructed dataset com-
prising a merged collection of eight public datasets (a total
of 92492 items). Their survey covered fourteen publications
that applied deep learning to ASA, mostly as CNNs and, in a
few cases, combined with LSTM. All models used some sort
of embedding to capture the context at the word or character
levels. The best accuracy achieved on the constructed dataset
was 94.33%.
In this article, we extend the survey provided in [35] to
cover other efforts and collect the updated versions of the
reported datasets from their original sources. In the following
paragraphs, we review the relevant ASA deep learning studies
made while using Tables 1 and 2 to link the models and
datasets to the corresponding references and provide short
summaries.
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In [36], the authors applied a CNN combined with long
short-term memory (LSTM) to analyze sentiments in three
public datasets: SemEval 2017, ASTD, and ARSAS. They
used the word2vec model to generate the required word
embeddings. Their classification experiments were based on
three sentiment classes. Their model achieved state-of-the-art
results on the Arabic datasets SemEval 2017 and ASTD and
produced 92% accuracy on the ARSAS dataset.
In [37], the authors employed a hybrid CNN–LSTMmodel
with word2vec embeddings for the binary classification of
Arabic sentiments using five public datasets. The datasets
used were Main-AHS, Sub-AHS, Ar-Twitter, ASTD, and
OCLAR. The proposed model outperformed previous results
in three out of the five datasets.
In [16], the authors applied a combinedCNN-LSTMmodel
for binary sentiment classification using four datasets: Main-
AHS, Sub-AHS, Ar-Twitter, and ASTD. They conducted
sentiment analysis at different levels: character level, char-
acter N-gram level, and word level. The word-level analysis
produced good results on some datasets.
In [35], the researchers applied character-level deep CNNs
for Arabic sentiment analysis. They evaluated their model on
a merged Arabic sentiment dataset comprising eight datasets
with more than 90,000 items. The best accuracy achieved
was 94.33%. Their model outperformed traditional machine
learning classifiers by nearly 7%.
In [38], the authors used an ensemble approach to combine
the performance of a CNN with an LSTM model using the
ASTD dataset with three sentiment classes: positive, negative
and neutral. The accuracy produced by the CNN model was
64.3%, the accuracy produced by LSTM was 64.75%, and
the combined ensemble accuracy is 65.05%, which was much
lower than the results produced by other articles using the
same data (for example, the accuracies produced in [36]). The
authors used pretrained word embeddings to train the models.
In [20], the authors applied a binary sentiment analysis
model on nine datasets, including LABR and ASTD. The
datasets represented two domains: reviews and tweets. They
used the CBOW and Skip-Gram variations of the word2vec
model to compute intermediate word representations based
on a large corpus they compiled.
They also applied a CNN on balanced and imbalanced
datasets. The accuracy they reported on LABR was 86.7%
for imbalanced data and 89.2% for a balanced dataset, which
compared favorably with other approaches.
In [39], a recurrent neural network (RNN) model was
employed for Arabic sentiment analysis with different word
embeddings. They used the AraSenTi-Tweet dataset provided
in [48]. They examined three available public Arabic word
embeddings. Their highest accuracy was 93.5% in identify-
ing 3 sentiment classes.
In [40], the authors applied a hybrid method based on lex-
icons and machine learning techniques for Arabic sentiment
analysis. In [40], three main tasks were introduced: building
a lexicon, classifying entries, and extracting new words and
their polarities. Note that they applied classification by using
shallow machine learning models, such as support vector
machines (SVMs), L2–logistic regression (L2RN), and deep
learning models, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
The researchers extended their classification experiments to
tertiary datasets. They evaluated their models on five datasets
(ASTD, MASTD, ArSAS, GS, and the Syrian Corpus).
Although annotating and learning words is time-consuming,
the highly accurate results obtained on many Arabic datasets
justify the efforts and provide valuable baselines for subse-
quent works in Arabic sentiment analysis.
Table 1 summarizes the models and experiments per-
formed in the cited articles. Table 2 summarizes the datasets
used in the cited articles. The updated versions of these
datasets have been retrieved from their original sources to
compare our model with the respective works. More detailed




It is clear from the literature review in Section II and
Table 1 that most of the reported deep learning-based ASA
studies
employed sequential-layer CNNs, LSTM or combina-
tions of both. In sequential-layer models, information flows
sequentially from one layer to the next based on their order
in the sequence. They lack the flexibility needed to build
arbitrary networks.
Another relevant issue is that most of the reported models
are based on the word2vec embedding approach [3], [4] or
variations such as fastText [5]. These approaches compute
only one embedding vector per word over the whole corpus,
irrespective of the number of occurrences and the different
contexts in which the word occurs. Accordingly, the resulting
word embedding vector is not ‘‘contextualized’’ since it is
computed overmany ‘‘contexts’’. Another problemwithmost
embedding systems is that they ignore the position and order
of words, thus negatively impacting the resulting accuracies.
To solve these problems, some researchers have designed
attention-based models that search for and amplify rele-
vant context areas in input vectors [6]–[9]. Most of these
models have been derived in the context of sequence-to-
sequence encoder-decoder models, and accordingly, attention
is defined [6] as mechanism to compute a weighted context
vector based on the hidden states of the encoder component
of the model. The subsection below provides a brief account
of sequence-to-sequence attention models
B. SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE AND TRANSFORMER
ATTENTION MODELS
Most current attention mechanisms are based on sequential
encoder-decoder models [6], [8], where a decoder generates
(predicts) a full target sequence based on the input from an
encoder. The input from the encoder comes in the shape of a
weighted context vector that summarizes the states of a given
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TABLE 3. The MPAN model specification.
input sequence. A good example of applying encoder-decoder
attention models is neural machine translation (NMT), where
the encoder summarizes an input sentence (in one input lan-
guage) while the decoder generates the translation in another
language.
Practitioners have noticed that ‘‘context vectors’’ coming
from encoders may not be able to provide all the infor-
mation needed to generate decoder output sequences when
the sequences are relatively long. Based on this observation,
some researchers have proposed new models that replace
the context vectors by new nonsequential attention models
that provide more detailed information about input sequences
without relying on the states of sequential encoders. A good
example in this direction is the ‘‘transformer attention’’
model, which has been popularized by the success of the
BERT model [9].
A good example of strict sequential attention models was
provided by Bahdanau et al. [6], which is computed in the
context of the alignment process with decoder states using
the encoder hidden states as follows:
1. Pass the input sequence to the encoder to compute the set
of hidden states.
2. Use an MLP model to compute the alignment scores with
the decoder state from the preceding step st−1. For the case
t = 1, the last encoder state ht is the initial hidden state.
3. Compute the weights using SoftMax.
4. Use the weights to compute the weighted context vector.
5. Compute the decoder hidden state using the concatenated
vectors s s(t−1) and ct and the previous decoder output
yt−1.
6. Compute the final output yt .
Transformer attention [9] is computed using a similar pro-
cess, with the following major differences:
1- The transformer model does not require the encoder
hidden states and relies directly on the original input
sequence x.
2- Transformer attention is based on self-attention, which
is computed as a relative inter-word similarity vector
between the elements of the input sequence x.
3- The transformer uses a parallel memory-based approach
to compute the self-attention vectors y. Sequential
encoders are not a condition in the transformer model.
4- The attention vector y is the only information passed to
the decoder and upper layers (hence, the term ‘‘attention
is all you need’’ in the title of [9]).
C. POLYNOMIAL SPACE POSITIONING ATTENTION (PSPA)
MODEL
One of the distinguishing features of the proposed MPAN
model is the use of a novel polynomial space positioning
attention (PSPA) scheme at the lower branch levels ofMPAN.
This is a new alternative to the common encoder-decoder
sequential attention schemes [6], [7]. While sequential atten-
tion schemes assume some sort of time dependency between
the components of a sentence (w1, w2, w3, . . . .), PSPA
assumes that the components of a sentence are just neighbors
in a space where the relations between words are specified by
a nonlinear polynomial:
S = w0 + w1 ∗ x+ w2 ∗ x2 + w3 ∗ x3 + . . .wm ∗ xm (1)
where x is a ‘‘power-of-two’’ (x is 2n), and wi is a binary rep-
resentation of the ith word. The use of a power-of-two radix
ensures that the binary representation of the ith word occupies
exactly n binary slots at the ith position in the sentence, where
n is the desired length of the binary representation of the
respective word.
Similarly, the relations between characters in a word W,
are specified by another nonlinear polynomial at the character
level:
W = c0 + c1 ∗ y+ c2 ∗ y2 + c3 ∗ y3 + . . .+ cm ∗ ym (2)
where y is a power-of-two radix (y is 2n) and ci is a binary
representation of the respective character.
PSPA has been implemented using a simple Galois power-
of-two positional binary embedding scheme (PBES) [50],
[51], where words are transformed into base-64 binary inte-
gers (radix = 64=26), and sentences are transformed into
base-260 binary integers.
The main advantages of the GPOW2 transformation
include the following:
• The ability to capture character, word, and sentence
embeddings simultaneously in the same pass.
• GPOW2 preserves the positions of characters and words
in the resulting embeddings (space positioning).
• GPOW2 is an invertible transformation where a
transformed string can easily be recovered from its
binary representation. Figs. 1 and 2 show pseu-
docodes of the forward and backward GPOW2
transformations.
The main significance of the built-in space positioning fea-
ture is making it possible to compute attention vectors in par-
allel without being restricted by sequential encoder-decoder
structures and without the need to use a separate positioning
algorithm such as the one used by BERT and transformer
models [9].
As shown in validation Table 4, PSPA produced state-
of-the-art results that beat other attention models, including
BERT [9].
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FIGURE 1. Forward transformation GPOW2 pseudocode.
D. MULTILEVEL PARALLEL ATTENTION (MPA)
In MPA, attention is computed at multiple levels: input char-
acter sequence, input word sequence and at the document
level. At each level, the attention is computed using a pro-
cess similar to the approach used in the Bahdanau et al. [6]
attention model, with the following differences:
1- MPA is computed in the context of an alignment process
with decoder states such as the one used in the Bahdanau
approach.
2- Unlike the Bahdanau approach, and similar to the trans-
former approach, MPAN attention relies directly on the
input sequence and does not require the encoder hidden
states – sequential encoders are just an option.
3- In the case of MPA, positioning is built in. Words and sen-
tences are transformed into binary power-of-two integers
that strictly preserve the order of characters in a word and
the order of words in a sentence, irrespective of the neural
model used.
4- Accordingly, no positioning step, such as the one used in
BERT [9], is required.
TABLE 4. Accuracy of MPAN for IMDB movie review dataset.
5- Unlike the Bahdanau and transformer approaches, MPA
uses a direct cosine similarity metric in the alignment pro-
cess instead of using the indirect ‘‘dot product’’ between
vectors.
E. PROPOSED MULTILEVEL PARALLEL ATTENTION
NEURAL (MPAN) MODEL
Based on the above background information and discussion,
a novel multilevel parallel attention neural (MPAN) model
has been derived and tested. The MPAN model comprises
independent channels that are combined at the output layer to
produce predictions. Each channel represents a different neu-
ral model with a different input (see Fig. 3). Table 3 summa-
rizes themain components and hyperparameters of themodel.
As seen in the table, three combinations of loss/metrics func-
tions have been used, including contrastive loss functions
commonly used in image deep learning models [52]. This is
mainly due to the binary nature of the PBES embeddings.
F. ARABIC SENTIMENT ANALYSIS DATASETS
Table 5 describes the datasets used in our experiment
(based on the survey in Section II above). The table pro-
vides the main attributes for each set, including the cor-
responding references, category, size, number of positive
items, number of negative items, and number of neutral
FIGURE 2. Backward transformation GPOW2 pseudocode.
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FIGURE 3. The proposed MPAN architecture has three inputs: char, word, and sentence embeddings.
TABLE 5. Arabic sentiment datasets.
TABLE 6. Merged collections of the tertiary and binary arabic sentiments datasets.
items. If the dataset includes both binary and tertiary clas-
sification components, the size of each component is also
provided.
Table 6 provides the merged collections of Table 5 binary
and tertiary classification datasets.
G. DATA PREPROCESSING
The following preprocessing steps were used to clean the data
and render them suitable for the intended tasks:
• Isolating binary from tertiary classification samples to
process with different configurations.
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TABLE 7. Comparing MPAN accuracies with state-of-the-art results for famous public datasets.
TABLE 8. MPAN test accuracies for each of the binary classification datasets + the merged set.
TABLE 9. MPAN test accuracies for the tertiary classification dataset + merged tertiary datasets.
• Removing HTML tags and URLs.
• Removing non-Arabic characters.
• Removing emojis.
• Letters that were repeated more than two times were
removed.
• Tokenization.
• Setting the maximum size of statements to a max value,
padding statements that contain less than max words,
and truncating statements that contain more than max
words.
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TABLE 10. Comparing MPAN results with the binary classification baselines using test accuracies.
TABLE 11. Comparing MPN results with tertiary classification baselines.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Before discussing the state-of-the-art Arabic Sentiment Anal-
ysis datasets, we show how the MPAN model performs in
comparison to state-of-the-art models on public datasets.
In subsectionA belowwe compare the performance ofMPAN
with five well-known models on five public datasets. Then,
in subsection B, we present the results for ASA datasets.
A. VALIDATING THE PERFORMANCE OF MPAN USING THE
IMDB AND NAUTRAL LANGUAGE INFERENCE DATASETS
To evaluate the potential of the MPANmodel, several experi-
ments are performed to compare the proposed approach with
other approaches using multiple public datasets. The datasets
used include: IMDB movie review dataset; SNLI, Stanford
Natural Language Inference Dataset; QQP, Quora Question
Pairs dataset;, SciTail, Science Entailment dataset; MultiNLI,
Multiple Natural Language Inference dataset. Table 4 shows
the details of the exercise for the IMDB dataset, where
three combinations of loss functions and metrics have been
used. The experiments are performed using the configura-
tions given in Table 3 and Fig. 3. Table 7 shows that MPAN is
beating all top ranking models across all datasets. The listed
models in column 1 are the current top ranking attention
models in published leaderboards. For example, the IMDB
leaderboard table [53], (as of Dec 10, 2020), shows that the
MPAN model is above BERT-large and L-Mixed, with a test
accuracy of 96.13% (see table 4) obtained using the MSE
loss and cosine accuracy metric. Given the simplicity of the
MPAN model and the relative complexity of BERT, this is
very encouraging.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AND ANALYSIS FOR
ASA DATASETS
The MPAN model is first applied separately to each dataset
in the binary and tertiary classification collections. The moti-
vation is to compare our results with the state-of-the-art accu-
racies obtained for each baseline, where available. Since all
baseline models are just reporting the test accuracies for the
datasets, comparisons with these modes are based on MPAN
test accuracies. However, because many of these datasets
are imbalanced, we computed the precision, recall and F1
metrics to confirm the reliability of the results obtained.
The MPAN model accuracies for the binary classification
datasets are listed in Table 8, while those for the tertiary
classification datasets are listed in Table 9. TheMPANmodel
is then applied to the merged datasets for each collection.
The results for the merged datasets are given at the bottom
of Tables 8 and 9.
Tables 10 and 11 show how the MPAN model accu-
racies compare with previous baselines provided for both
binary and tertiary classification datasets. Note that, for some
datasets, no reliable results are available, and accordingly,
these are not included in Tables 10 and 11. It is appar-
ent that the MPAN model beats all reported baselines with
accuracies between 90.42% and 98.65% for the binary clas-
sification case and between 91.04% and 96.72% for the
tertiary classification case. The results of the MPAN model
are shown in bold in the first column. This performance is
expected, since the MPAN model produces state-of-the-art
results on international public datasets such as those given
in table 7.
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V. CONCLUSION
A novel deep learning-based multilevel attention neu-
ral (MPAN) model has been applied to perform Arabic senti-
ment analysis tasks using two collections of labeled datasets:
a tertiary classification collection comprising 13 datasets
(with 149,880 items) and a binary classification collection
comprising 21 datasets (with 125,261 items). The accuracies
achieved are 94.25% for the tertiary classification case and
95.61% for the binary classification case. It has been shown
that MPAN outperforms all reported baselines for all indi-
vidual datasets. The MPAN model is very promising and has
great potential. At the universal level, MPAN model outper-
formed all known attention models, achieving top positions
on leaderboards of IMDB, SNLI, QQP, SciTail and MultiNLI
datasets..More work is needed to develop larger Arabic sen-
timent analysis datasets and further develop and optimize the
MPANmodel as a novel benchmark approach for both Arabic
and multilingual sentiment analysis [58]. Alternatively, semi
supervisedMPANmodels will also be explored, e.g., building
on [59].
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